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DERIVATIVES MARKET - DEFINITION

¡ A Derivative is a type of financial 
instrument, whose value is derived 
from underlying assets

¡ It’s payoffs are defined in terms of 
the payoffs generated by other 
financial assets, the underlying 
assets



WHY ARE FINANCIAL DERIVATIVES IMPORTANT?

1. Derivatives play a key role in transferring risk in the economy

2. Because of the quantity of underlying assets 

3. Many financial transactions have embedded derivatives 

4. Derivative prices give information about current demand and supply conditions



MAIN USES OF FINANCIAL DERIVATIVES

To hedge risk exposures
protect the investor or a given company from adverse 
price movements in the price of the underlying asset

To speculate to take a bet on a future price direction or trend

To exploit arbitrage 
opportunitites taking simultaneous long and short positions in two 

assets that replicate each other

with no requirement to sell a given portfolio
To change the risk level of a 

given investment



MARKET PLAYERS

¡ Arbitrageurs: exploit the price difference 
between two different markets

¡ Hedgers: they enter a derivative contract to 
protect themselves against adverse changes in the 
values of their assets or liabilities

¡ Speculators: they attempt to profit from 
anticipating changes in the market prices or rates 
or credit events by entering a derivative contract



DIFFERENT TYPES OF DERIVATIVES

¡ Futures and forwards contracts:
¡ Futures: agreement to buy or sell a set of assets at a specified time in 

the future for a specified amount
¡ Forwards: futures which are not standardized. They are not traded on 

the stock exchange

¡ Spot contracts:
¡ Agreement to buy or sell the underlying asset immediately or in a very 

short time frame



DIFFERENT TYPES OF DERIVATIVES

¡ Options:
¡ Similar to Futures and Forwards 

¡ Main difference: once you buy an options contract, you are not 
obliged to hold the terms of the agreement

¡ Call Options: contracts that give the right (and not the 
obligation) to buy or sell the underlying asset on a future date at 
a pre-specified strike price

¡ Put Options: the put buyer has the right to sell the underlying 
asset at a strike price on a future date



DIFFERENT TYPES OF DERIVATIVES

¡ Swaps:
¡ Agreement to exchange a series of cash-flows at pre-

specified prices and times

¡ The most commonly traded swaps are interest rates, 
exchange rate or credit default swaps



PRE-REQUISITES TO INVEST

¡ Demat account: this is the account, which stores your securities in electronic 
format. It is unique to every investor and trader

¡ Trading account: it is the account throughout which you conduct trades (=identity)

¡ Margin maintenance: this pre-requisite is unique to derivatives trading



HOW TO TRADE IN DERIVATIVES MARKETS

¡ Research: strategies in derivatives market differ from that of the stock market. 

¡ Select stocks and contracts: arrange for the requisite margin amount. Stock 
market rules require you to constantly maintain your margin amount. 

¡ Conduct the transaction through your trading account: make sure that your 
account allows you to trade in derivatives. 



¡ Select your stocks: and contracts on the basis of amount you have in hand, the 
margin requirements, the price of the underlying shares, and the price of contracts

¡ Wait until the contract is scheduled to expiry to settle the trade

HOW TO TRADE IN DERIVATIVES MARKETS



LONG POSITION VS SHORT POSITION

¡ Long Position: 
¡ The party that agrees to buy has long position

¡ It benefits from an increase in the price of the underlying asset

¡ Short Position:
¡ The party that agrees to sell has a short position

¡ It benefits from a decrease in the price of the underlying asset



LONG POSITION VS SHORT POSITION



MAIN DERIVATIVES MARKETS

Hong Kong Futures Exchanges 

http://www.hkex.com.hk/eng/index.htm

Osaka Stock Exchange

http://www.ose.or.jp
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